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General Idea
DI water

• The objective is to keep the salinity close to a
setpoint which will provided by your instructor

salt water
(1% NaCl)

• The salinity sensor measures the analog
voltage output of the salinity circuit
• Opening DI solenoid valve decreases salinity
• Opening salty solenoid valve increases salinity

0.05 wt % NaCl ≤ setpoint for salinity ≥ 0.15 wt% NaCl
(your instructor will provide a setpoint, such as 0.09 wt% NaCl)
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t1 > t2 since valve is left open an amount
of time proportional to the error

Control of Salinity
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Key points
• The valve is left open an amount of time that is proportional to the error.
• small error = valve is open a short amount of time
• large error = valve is open a long amount of time
• The DI valve is left open longer than the salty valve when correcting for
the same magnitude of error (DI=0%, setpoint = 0.09%, salty = 1%).
• The sensor does not respond instantly to a input of salty or fresh water.
It takes time for fluid to circulate and mix.
• Control is more stable if we wait for the system to stabilize after opening
a valve. Wait for a deadtime period to allow the system to come to
equilibrium before responding to error.
• The upper control limit (UCL) and lower control limit (LCL) are set so that
random error will not cause the valves to open unnecessarily. These
limits are often set three standard deviations of the error away from the
setpoint. The difference between UCL and LCL is called the deadband.
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Control strategy: working in units of analog reading
• The setpoint will be assigned by your instructor. Assume 0.09% NaCl here.
• Compute the UCL, setpoint and LCL values for control of salinity. UCL and LCL define
the deadband.
• For demonstration purposes, assume that the UCL and LCL are 0.01%NaCl from the
setpoint:
• Convert salinity values to analog readings. Let
S be salinity in wt % NACL. Let A be the analog
reading from the salinity sensor. Let f(S) be the
forward calibration equation: A = f(S)
Ssp = 0.09 ∆SUCL = ∆2LCL = 0.01% NaCl
!01 = &(201) = 503
!UCL = &(Ssp + ∆SUCL) = 510
!LCL = &(Ssp − ∆SLCL) = 495

Control strategy:
•
•

if A > UCL (or 510) then open the DI valve an amount proportional to the error
If A < LCL (or 495), then open the salty valve an amount proportional to the error
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setting UCL and LCL by examining random error

Example Readings to Illustrate Procedure

•

Instead of guessing UCL and LCL, collect many analog readings for a salinity near the setpoint and
then compute the standard deviation (s) of the analog reading values.
Choosing and error band of +/– 3s, means that 99.7% of readings with random error will fall
between the LCL and UCL. In other words, your solenoid valve will be triggered due to a false
alarm only 0.3% of the time.
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!"#$ = !&' + 3σ = 503 + 8 = 511
A$#$ = !&' − 3σ = 503 − 8 = 495
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Using deadtime compensation
• It takes time for your system to settle out after the salinity changes.
• Assume the system whose response is depicted in the graph below is “upset” at 18
seconds due to a sudden addition of salty water.
• At about 30 seconds, the salinity values stabilize (with continued random error at the
new salinity level).
• For this example, the deadtime would be set to 12 seconds (30s - 18s).
• This means that you would want to allow 12 seconds between salinity corrections.
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Gain: setting the strength of response to error
• Use an analytical model to compute the amount of salty water that should be added
to the current mixture to correct the salinity

salinity (%wt NaCl)
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a second correction is applied – this one is also too strong
time

• Over correcting repeatedly causes the system to oscillate about the setpoint
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Respond in proportion to the error

salinity (%wt NaCl)

• Use an analytical model to compute the amount of salty water that should be added
to the current mixture to correct the salinity
• Open the solenoid valve long enough to remove a percentage of the error
• For example, if the salinity is 0.152% and the setpoint is 0.09%, then applying an 80%
correction will lower the salinity to 0.102%
Correction = (.00152-(.00152-.0009)*.8)
• We call the proportionality constant the gain; gain is a common term used when
working with industrial controllers
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